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Rockstar Games tradition of groundbreaking, original gameplay and humorous tongue-in-cheek storytelling invades the schoolyard in the Bully: Anniversary Edition. As a mischievous 15-year-old Jimmy Hopkins you will navigate the social hierarchy of a corrupt and crumbling prep school, Bullworth Academy. Stand up to the bullies, get
picked up by the teachers, beat athletes on Dodge Ball, play pranks, win or lose a girl and survive a year at the worst school around. Bully: Anniversary Edition includes everything from the critically acclaimed Bully: Scholarship Edition plus support for high-resolution displays, improved graphics, improved lighting and textures, and controls
redesigned for touch gameplay, all while adding multiplayer with new friend tasks. Challenges a friend's head-to-head class and arcade style mini-games: see who can dissect the frog fastest in biology, solve word problems in English, help flying squirrels destroy their enemies with acorns in Nut Shots, and more. Features: - Includes a full
Bully story with additional missions, characters, cool mini-games and unlockable items from Bully: Scholarship Edition - Gorgeous graphics: high-resolution textures, dynamic lighting, shadows and particle effects - Supporting Indigenous people for high-resolution displays - Calling your friends anywhere with a variety of friend's multi-player
challenges. Play on the go and receive notifications when it's your turn - Intelligent Touch Controls with Context Buttons Only When You Need Them - seamlessly continue to play on all your cloud saves devices through Rockstar Games Social Club - Physical Support Controller Mobile Version developed in conjunction with War Drum
Studios. For more rockstargames.com See youtube.com/rockstargames Follow facebook.com/rockstargames twitter.com/rockstargames Rockstar Games New York, NY 10012 © 2005-2016 Rockstar Games, Inc. Rockstar Games, Bully, and Rockstar Games R, marks and logos are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of Take-Two
Interactive Software, Inc. in the U.S. and/or foreign countries. All rights are reserved. Parts of this software are licensed ©2007 Emergent Game Technologies, Inc. Use of software subject to rockstargames.com/eula licensing; the terms of the online account under the www.rockstargames.com/socialclub. Violation of the EULA, Code of
Conduct or other rules may result in restricting or terminating access to a game or online account. Visit www.rockstargames.com/support for customer support. Unconstructed access to special features such as exclusive, unlockable, downloadable or online content, services or features can one-time serial code, surcharge and/or online
account registration (13 euros). Access to special features may require an Internet connection, may not be available to all users, and may, after 30 days' notice, be terminated, modified, altered, offered on different terms. For information about online services, fees, restrictions or additional conditions that may apply to this game, please visit
www.rockstargames.com. This video game is fictional; Does not depict any actual event/face/person; Any resemblance is random. Take Two does not approve or encourage participation in any behavior depicted in the game. Unauthorized copying, reverse engineering, transmission, public execution, rent, payment of the game or
bypassing copy protection are strictly prohibited. From administrator September 24, 2019 Bully Anniversary Edition apk mod, this is a simulator of the life of an American student with an interesting storyline and healthy irony with an endless money hack. In it, the player will experience the role of one of Jimmy Hopkins private
schoolchildren. Along with it it is necessary to repulse smug hooligans, ridicule teachers and win the hearts of girls. In addition, the user will get a variety of mini-games, from chemical experiments in school to shootouts with enemies with the help of acorns. The project features excellent graphics, varied gameplay and high quality of
humor. Download the now updated version of Android Endless Money Bully Anniversary Edition. Support For Android 9.0. Error fixes and overall improvements. Images: Requires Android 4.0 or higher. DOWNLOAD APK Full DOWNLOAD APK DOWNLOAD DOWNLOAD OBB Data on Android/Obb Link Playstore Bully: Anniversary
Edition - a great game on Android, with a fascinating storyline full of irony and humor. In this game, you, fifteen-year-old Jimmy Hopkins, will find yourself in the worst school in the world. At Bulworth Private School, bullies are bombarded by villains and other students who have a lot of disability to learn. In this game your main task will be
to reject all the hooligans and enemies, organize rallies for teachers, and not forget to win the hearts of cute girls. Try to survive in this school by resorting to cunning tricks and connecting to this imagination of yours. Play with friends in various mini-games where the speed will dissect the frog, solve the rebuses or highlight the acorns of
your enemies. In this game, you are completely immersed in a fascinating storyline and enjoy excellent graphics with dynamic lighting, shadows and high-resolution textures.
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Edition is one of the most popular games in the Rockstar lineup. And the port on the Android platform also became a real hit. The plot is based on the life of a dysfunctional schoolboy Jimmy Hopkins. This is what you will manage throughout the game. The main character will face many injustices in the school. Corrupt teachers, arrogant
students - this is only a small part of the disorder that occurs in the educational institution. Your job is to prove that you are not just a whipping boy. You will not be a victim, but you will do everything to put in place arrogant teachers or arrogant students. You definitely liked the way you can play everything and everything here. The game is
not without its love line. There is an opportunity to hook one of the local beauties. Here, only brute force is at the heart of the relationship. By the way, it is not only schoolchildren who have become adherents of cruel rules. Player Bully: Anniversary Edition APK will try on the skin of a young bully. It must adapt to the new environment in
order to continue to commit atrocities with impunity. The user will have to push away bullies, set their own rules, steal other people's things and get dirty in the most sophisticated ways. This is just the tip of the iceberg, but the player has many other opportunities to prove himself. The main thing is that your power was recognized by
schoolchildren of different groups: athletes, nerds, pitching. It is necessary to act comprehensively, that is to gain high popularity at all at once! After Bully: Anniversary Edition APK download our hero must participate in the dismantling of the school, go to classes, be responsible for pranks and truancy (teachers prescribe punishments).
You are given the opportunity to write words, solve problems and put chemical experiments, show sports achievements. The result of the task depends on the timeliness of the execution; The watch can be seen in the corner. Time tracking is especially important after the lights are off. Fighting bullies, following your own rules, stealing
things, doing dirty tricks in class using chemical reagents is just a small part of what you have to do in the game Bully: Anniversary Edition! In the game it is important to gain popularity among different groups of schoolchildren (nerds, athletes, athletes, just ordinary). Moreover, it will be necessary to act not selectively, but comprehensively
- it is necessary to gain high popularity among all! The game implements a fascinating system of tasks, which include participation in showdowns with other students, attending classes, execution of punishments from teachers for truancy and pranks. Speaking of classes. Just download Bully on your Android, and you can solve puzzles, do
words, participate in sports competitions, put experiments in the chemical room. A feature of the gameplay is also a clear reference to tasks on time. The watch is always located in the corner, keeping track of the time to which it is especially important after the lights are turned off. On our website you can download the hacked version of
Bully: Anniversary Edition APK on the Android platform for free! FUNCIES BULLY Mod Require Android: 4.0 and Up Up bully anniversary edition mod menu apk obb
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